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IS YOUR PIECE STILL PENDING?
While we in no way want to slow down
contributions of information to
PLANE TALK we think it is necessary
to explain to our many participants
in the magazine that we have almost
50 file folders representing individual contributions still unprinted.
Some of these are major articles and
all are interesting and informative.
There are also a myriad of small Notes
and Queries items. We fully intend
to use all this material and we must
strongly make the point that banked articles, illustrations, etc.
have not been delayed based on
qualitative criteria. Deciding what
goes into each issue is our toughest job. Many considerations enter
into the choice of pieces used in
each issue. Not infrequently very
new piece.; move to the head of the
line for what we deem good reasons.
We know it must be disappointing to
contributors, some of whom have sent
much material, not to see all their
hard work in print right away. We
wish we could do better. We do manage to get a good sized chunk of the
backlog into each issue so it will
not be forever before all the presently held over pieces are used.
Don't despair and do keep on with
the good work. Because of the exchange of information by "plane
people" in PLANE TALK and the many
other publications serving our interest, this group is the best informed and most active of any
special interest within the tool
and technology world.

uniform reports for this purpose.
Even though you may already have reported your planes to PLANE TALK or
other projects, please fill out a
form and send it to Emil at the address shown. Please enlist non-B-ARS
member owners of your acquaintance
in this worthwhile effort. Xerox
the form as often as needed.
WPINCA VOL. II
The eagerly anticipated second volume of Wooden Planes in 19th Century America by Kenneth D. Roberts
which deals largely with the planemaking Chapin family of Pine Meadow,
Conn., is now available. Most of
our readers will already have seen
it reviewed in one or more of the
magazines published by the various
tool collectors' societies. If you
missed the reviews, be informed
that WPINCA II is chock full of information, has multifold interesting and attractive illustrations and
records an absorbing story of the
journey of a planemaker's apprentice from humble beginnings to the
proprietorship of one of America's
great tool companies.
WPINCA, VOL II is available from the
author at Fitzwilliam, N.H. 03447.
It retails at $55.00 plus $1.55 in
postage. We think it is a great
bargain which will be a source of
lasting enjoyment to every plane
collector.
NOTES & QUERIES

A hardware dealer J.L.WAYNE & SON/
CINCINNATI, O. is reported by the
Pollaks in AWP. Bob Zarich reports
CENSUS - NICHOLSON & CHELOR
label reaUTrig j.w.wAyym & C0/196
The accumulation of statistical infor- a
MAIN ST./CIN. Perhaps J.W. WAYNE
mation on the Nicholsons and Cesar
was the son of the same firm?
Chelor begun some time ago in PLANE
Bud
Brown has found information that
TALK has become a project of Emil
places J.F.BAUDER in Philadelphia
and Martyl Pollak, co-authors of
very early in the 19th C. His label
American Wooden Planes and their
with
a Manheim, Penna. address is
Makers. We enclose with this issue
recorded
in the Pollaks' AWP. Bauder
F- TETE for insuring complete and
may have been in Philadelphia as
early as 1805 at 213 St.John St.

From Herman Freedman
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The only clue to the origin of this plane
once part of the Marion Henley collection
of the iron. Can anyone tell us anything
surrounded by a heart? Note the matching
stock.

owned by Dick Howe and
is the mark under the tail
about this emblem of a W
I 5 on the wedge and plane

This piece was originally published in The Gristmill
of the Mid-West
Tool Collectors' Association.

MORE NOTES ON THE STOLP CATALOG
Our indefatigable friend in Amsterdam, Henk van
Lijk, has
continued to research some of the problems we sent him
in
translating D. Stolp's 1915 catalog of Dutch tools.
Page 23, No.246.

The word Varken means pig or hog in Dutch.
After much debate we took the easy way out and called it simply
a plow, which is not incorrect but does not tell the whole story.
Henk writes."Yesterday I met a young restorer, whose father has
been one too, who was able to say more about the Varken. A few
weeks ago I saw a picture in an old book (ca.1920) from which I
could see that the Varken is indeed meant to cut very deep grooves.
The restorer was able to add more. 1) The plane was available
in several models, the cheapest without a depth stop, one with a
depth stop, and some had a closed tote. 2) It was meant for very
deep cuts, deeper than a plough. 3) It had a set of very long and
strong irons. 4) It had two holes through which dowels were inserted, so that a man with a rope pulled the plane while the other
man pushed. I suppose that when there was a tote only the front
pulling dowel was used. 5) The Varken was longer than a plow.

6) It did not have a fence.

For this reason the work was started
with a plow to locate the cut precisely. It was used not only to
make deep grooves but also to remove the waste in making large
mouldings, a job now done in Holland with a circular saw. In the
illustration, cuts 1 through 9 were first made with the plow. Cuts

a through h were then made with the Varken. After roughing out the
moulding in this manner, the work was finished with a moulding plane."
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Page 22,No.230

Based on an earlier letter from Henk we called
the Gerfschaaf a scrub plane. Henk writes, "1 was wrong to guess that
the Gerfschaaf was used for coarse cuts. Coarse cuts were made
with the Roffel (140.226, which we have called a jack plane). The
Gerfschaaf is for finishing the work. They are made with fit,
concave and convex soles, some very small like the chariot plane
shown in Fig. 460 a of Salaman's Dictionary of Tools, page 311.
Salaman also calls it a scroll plane. The Gerfschaaf has only a
single iron. Gerf is derived from the verb gherven, an old word
not in modern dictionaries, meaning to finish or to put in order.
Seth W. Burchard

Cutting away waste with a Varken
before using a moulder.

From Herman Freedman
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A i:AN IN THE FA:ILY?
Richard T. De Avila

.
•

FRONT SCREW

DEPTH STOP

•• •

:retft
•;
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(Screw Missing)

SAYE PROFILE AS USED BY
F. NICHOLSON BUT LARGER
added strip
BIRCH, RIVETED PLATE, TWO SCREWS FOR
HOLDING ARMS,
REAR SCREW SMALLER THAN FRONT SCRE
W (HEAD), 10 1/8" LONG.
B. MAN, the second stamper, was probably John Nicholso
n's relative.
John's sister Eethabel Man is named in Francis Nich
olson's will.

g•••••••III••••

RELIEF
BARELY
VISIBLE

R.T.D.

Compare note b, Chuck Granick
elsewhere in this issue. Ed.
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CONCERNING THE STAHL' OF41„In1U
AND HIS RELATIONSHIP TO THE NICHOLSONS
by
Richard T. DeAvila
The Town of Wrentham, Mass, was first settled in the year 1660 by
settlers from Dedham, Vass. It was known by the Indian name of Wollomonotown
poag.. On Oct. 15, 1673 land was granted to its inhabitants and the
was incorporated under the nawe of Wrentham.
The town was afterwards temporarily abandoned. In the first volume
ware
of Vital Pecords it is recorded that on March 30, 1676 "Ye Inhabitance
drawn of by Rason of ye Indien Warrs". The same record further states that
in 1680 Rev. Mr. Man and divers Inhabitants returned to Wrentham.
REV. R. MAN c1676
uncertain but it is the
relationship
Exact
writer's assumption that there is direct connection
to
SAMUEL and ZIPPOPAH
of Wrentham
Samuel (2)
B. June 2, 1706
Iv.arried
Methabel Nicholson
Dec. 1, 1736

Beria (Beriah) (1)
B.June 20, 1708
D. Mar. 31, 1750
Married
Keziah 'dare
Jan. 1, 1732-3

Benjamin
B. Nov. 27, 1720
D- ?
Poss. Foxborough

Bezaleel
B. June 15, 1725
D - ?
Poss. Attleboro

Beriah (2)
B Nov. 17, 1746
D. 5 yrs. Dec. 23, 1750
There are two additional Beriah Mans listed in the Wrentham Vital
Records (not children of any of the above); the first born on "iay 27, 1765
and the second on Nov. 22, 1775. I rule out these men as the plane marker
for I believe their birth dates to be too late for our consideration. It
would seem reasonable to assume that they would have to have been at least
20 years or older for them to have their own stamp and with that in .mind we
can see that their dates for a stamp would be 1785 and 1795 respectively.
I do not believe that John Nicholson could have made the plow plane at age
73 or 83. He was born in 1712.
Samuel Man (2) married Methabel Nicholson, (Francis Nicholson's
daughter, who is mentioned in his will) on Dec. 1, 1736. Therefore we
know for certain that all of the following were'brothers-inlaw Of -JOhn
Nicholson.
Beria (Beriah) Man married Keziah Ware on Jan. 1, 1732-3, Keziah
was probably related in some way to Francis' 2nd wife Sarah Ware, 3rd wife
Mary Ware or John's 2nd wife Mercy Ware.
Benjamin Man was a witness to his brother Beriah's will dated
March 30, 1750. I have been unable to find another Benjamin in either the
Wrentham Vital Records or any of the surrounding towns with the exception '
of one Benjamin Man who was a doctor in Foxborough, Mass. (a portion of
Wrentham was annexed to Foxborough in 1778.)
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The only Bezaleel that I can locate in the area turns up in the
Town of Attleboro, lass., also as a doctor.
It is my conclusion that Beriah
I. Nicholson plow plane that I own.

an was the owner of the stamp on the

Beriah is listed in his will as a Tanner. The only mention of tools
in the inventory of his estate are "the ilusbandry Tools and Tackling"
at
12 -04-09-2. Compare to lone Hors "at 12 13-05-08 and his Wearing
17-17-00-0. A Benjamin Haws (Hawes ?) was one of
Apparel and Armour at
the "Prizeors" of his estate.
On April 24, 1750 a Petition for the Adoption of his Son Beriah (2)
was submitted by Thomas Braxton of Stoughton, "Cordwainer". One of the witnesses of thf_s petition was David Clark of Cumberland (Compare plane 'maker
D. Clark/Cumberland). This minor child died at age 5 years.
If my assumption as to the owner of this mark is correct, it would
date this plane before 1750. It would tell us that thumbscrews were at
this time being used by our New England craftsmen in their construction of
their "Yankee Plows".
would welcome any and all comments on the above.

gekv
From Jay GaynOr:
Re: the V. VII No. 3 inquiry by Ray Smith concerning his
Al Norris jointer. In Ken Roberts Scotch and English
Metal Planes, on page 13, Ken notes:
Manufacturing by T. Norris & Sons discontinued
about 1941. After the war lower quality planes
were manufactured by Norris Planes and Tools
Ltd., a subsiduary (sic) of Aeronatical (sic)
and General Instruments Ltd. at Croydon, Surrey
until late in 1952.
He footnotes this information to "F. Seward, private
correspondence, Jan. 24, '979.1

vtt

David Moore sends us
the accompanying trade
mark from a 14" jack
plane and asks what is
known about the
71.W.H.CO.

TWO UNUSUAL MARKS
Chuck Granick
Birch Thumbscrew-Lock Plow Plane.

(Editors Note: The B.HAN, "owner's stamp" is particularly interesting.
Dick DeAvila has recorded another of these, also on a plow plane by a
member of the Nicholson family. See his report elsewhere in this issue.
Recent findings, such as this, about supplementary names and initials
on the fore ends of planes throw into question the wholesale assignment
of these secondary markings to "owners". It seems unlikely, for instance,
that one owner would need two plows. Perhaps this would be the case in
a big joiners shoP however. But, even if one man did own two, their
survival for more than two hundred years, during part of which time they
have been separated from each other, seems a major coincidence.
It is suggested that you re-examine all secondafT plane toe markings with a critical eye. Some at least may prove to be by worker-labelers whose marks were stamped at the same time as the recognized "maker".)

Jack plane

71aker's 7ark

Single Iron

Note Pistol Logo.

E. HOADLEY,

PLANEMAKER

New Haven, CT.
By Ery Schaffer
Ken Roberts' and Emil and Martyl Pollak's books reference E.HOADLEY in
New Haven with no additional information. It occurred to me that
Bruce Hoadley, Professor at the University of Massachusetts and expert
on wood technology, might be able to shed some light on this person.
Bruce forwarded information taken from "The Hoadley Genealogy"*. Several Hoadlevs whose first names begin with E. are listed. While anyone of these could be the sought planemaker, Bruce suggests Erastus
Hoadley as our man. His brief record follows:
ERASTUS
died 23
who was
Erastus
joiner.

HOADLEY, born August 1781 in Branford, Conn.;
May 1831 in New Haven, Conn.; married SALLY
living in New Haven in 1843.
Hoadley came to New Haven about 1809. He was a

One wonders if the plane(s) seen with the E. Hoadley mark have
19th century characteristics.

early

*Trowbridge, Francis Bacon
1899 The Hoadley Genealogy, - A History of the Descendants of
William Hoadley of Branford, Connecticut. New Haven (Printer for
the Author).

In 11-1-5 we reported a moulder
owned by Jim Aber that bears the
stamp D.CLARK placed long way in
the "slot" above the label J.HAND
placed crosswise. Assuming that
D. Clark is David Clark/Cumberland,
the question arises as to why the
Cumberland stamp was not used. One
possibility is that the J. HAND
stamp was applied first, limiting
the room for Clark's address. We
mention this only because of the
B.MAN stamps recently recorded on
two Nicholson family plows and the
possibility entailed that Man was
a worker for the Nicholsons of
whom he is believed to be a relative. Over the years a number of
planes have been noted on which
secondary marks have appeared that
may not have been owners. These
stamps on early planes, whether
initials or full names, may have
been those of either bench hands or
subcontractors. J. Hand could fall
into this category and we hope
some researcher in the Cumberland
area will explore the possibility.

_S/

Jsx PRESBREY1
\

and S 0A were likely
contemporary with Fuller
and Presbrey. It should be
possible to find out who
they were.

Dave Truesdale provides this Page from a
Wilmington, Delaware Directory of 1845.
Note the mention of E.W.Carpenter as well
as planes "of Eastern ',
:lanufacture".
I KNOW A GOOD CHIROPRACTOR
THAT COULD HELP YOU.

ijOHN A. DUNCAN%
• Aro. 50 Market street,
WILMINGTON, DEL.,
IMPORTER OF

it-.E - IIIA-

Hardware and Cutlery,
AND DEALER LI .ALL. MEND3 OF

Domestic Hardware,
..TOTETRER WITh

Looking Glasses, WindOto
White and
'Red Lead and othei• Paints, Putty •
s.Qil, Varmiskei,..4T;

WEDGEES

tri
4),

C83

P'L.EINES7
Made by E. W. CARPENTER, Lancaster,
_ . .Pa., also of Eastern
manufacture.. ::Agent for

Minor, Horton St'Co's:.,"'Peek.skill,..N.
Wiley's.:Patent PlOugh Castings and •
15 3GOUGHS ,

The talented guy who draws "Wedgees"
for some reason insists on being anonymous in many of his contributions to
PLANE TALK. Just so the future will
have some clue to the identity of the
"Wedgees u creator and will not mistakenly
assign them to the editorial staff we will
mention that the artist is tall, amiable and lives in SoUth Jersey. He is
also one of our authorities on
Philadelphia planes.

Who Does Th

Mark Belong To ?

By: Richard E. Hay
In 1978 I acquired a slip sided bead plane bearing the subject mark. A
search of the Baltimore directories turned up three Moorets that made
planes it that city during the first half of the 19th century; Theophiius Moore, 1819-, Thomas Moore, -1814-16, -1823-, -1829-36, and
William H. Moore, -1835-36. Also, a William H. Moore was found in the
hardware business during the period -1847-51-. It was initially hypothesized that the Moore banner mark belonged to Thomas Moore. This was
based on the early appearance of the bead plane and the possibility
that they would be more plentiful due to his apparently longer working
career. Subsequent to the reporting of the Moore banner mark an identical Moore banner mark was found with NEW.YORK embossed directly under
it.
NA-A,110

.•

Roberts (1) listed a Moore / New York as a variation of the marks used
by Albert G. Moore who made planes in New York City between 1853 and
1861. His other mark was listed by Roberts as A.G.Moore / 65* Bowery.
Since this listing did not show the actual marks, no comparison could
be made between the Moore banner mark with New York under it and the
Moore / New York mark credited to A.G.Moore. Some light was shed on
the subject when Pollak (2) showed the A.G.Moore mark in his listing
of plane marks. He showed the A.G.Moore mark to be incised in script
and New York incised in block letters as N.YGRK. While some makers
used both embossing stamps as well as stamps that cut their name into
the wood it does raise a concern whether or not A.G.Moore used both
styles of stamps in such a short working career.
Since 1978 three other planes bearing the Moore banner mark with no
Place name have been found by your author. Each of these as well as
the first one all contained stamps of owners. The three owners appearing on these planes are; W.BOLLMAN, G.D.GIIES, and W.C.ISAACS. Armed
with all of the above information a new search of the New York City
and Baltimore directories was undertaken. The New York City directories
were searched for a Thomas Moore or a William H. Moore in either. the
plane making or the hardware business. The Baltimore directories were
searched for the three owners of the Moore planes.
The search of the New York City directories turned up a William Moore
who was in the hardware business from about 1844 to 1847. His name
only appears in two of Doggett's Business Directories, it does not
appear in Doggett's address directories for the same period or in any
of the other directories published during this period. This might indicate an absent ownership of a business and perhaps is the same Wm.
Moore who was living in Baltimore and operating a hardware business
in that city. The search of the Baltimore directories for the three
owners discovered the following:
1. Windell Bollman was listed as a carpenter in the 1837-38, 1840-41,
1842 and 1845 directories. (Windell Was also spelled Wendel,
;1endal and Windall)
2. William Isaacs was listed in the 1837-38, 1840-41 and 1842 directories as a carpenter. (None of the listings gave a middle initial)
3. Gustavus Giles was listed as a cabinet-maker in the 1840-41 directory and as a carrenter in the 1842 directory. (No middle initial
was given in either directory)
Based on these data it appears that the Moore banner stamp belongs to
\ink -3 - I a_

one of the Mooret who made planes ih Baltimore. The three owners of
Planes bearing this stamp all worked and lived in Baltimore during
the period of 1837 to 1845. Both Thomas Moore and William H. Moore
are recorded as making planes in Baltimore in 1836. If the Moore
banner stamp belonged to one of the Baltimore Moore's then it seems
logical that the Moore banner / New York stamp also belonged to one
of the Baltimore Moore's. Since a William H. Moore was a hardware
dealer in Baltimore from at least 1847 to 1851 and a William Moore
was a hardware dealer in New York City from about 1844 to 1847 it
appears reasonable that the Moore banner stamp may have belonged to
William Moore instead of Thomas Moore. One other possibility is that
the two Moore's were related and perhaps used the same stamp or that
Thomas Moore made the planes that William Moore sold in his hardware
store(s). In any event it does not appear that A.G.Moore owned the
Moore banner mark.
One final tidbit of information that was discovered during this
search was a listing in the 1837 Classified Merchantile Directory
for the Cities of New-York and Brooklyn published by J. Disturnell
of a J.Davis, pinnemaker, 92 Chatham. None of the published lists
of planemakers lists this man as a nlanemaker.
References:
1. Roberts, Kenneth D. and Jane W., Planemakers and Other Edge Tool
Enterprises in New York State In The Nineteenth Century.
2. Pollak, Emil and Martyl, A Guide To American Wooden Planes and
Their Makers.
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Rubbing of an iron
by PETER KIRK from
Charles Latimer
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In the catalog of Jack Bittner's Auction of
May 11, 1982 are the following:
. 20" Lignum VitaeaRme Fore Plane, stamped "Made by F.P.EASTMAN"' '
planes
• 13" left handed beech sun plane, stamped
moulding
Bud Brown has collected several
which have heretofore unnoted names in the maker's "J.G.MANZN, 204 St. John Street"
. Beecll.handled plow, stamped "Js McFIE"
slot:
. Wedge arm filletser, marked "J.LETST,
. J. DgWALT
lane Maker, St Simon, near Fry Bridge, Norwich"
. JOHN KINTZEL/1830 - the juxtaposition of
. Circa 18th C ogee crown moulder. Maker's
the name and the date seem to suggest the same
stamp "C.G.WATSON"
stamper. ,
. Closed tote, razee style 2V variant of
I.HART - in a plane of 18 C characteristics
cove with bead. "S.L.HOWE'S" stamp
. HALE - plane has 19 C characterics
. (Apparently a third report of)
. R.FLAGG - also marked in ink R.F. in a
N.HAMPTON "3/4" Birch round.
lettering that looks more like a stamp than like
. 5/8" round, 9 7/8" birch, stamped
handwriting. Plane is 94" long and has a large
"
. 3/8" shallow, skewed bead, relieve wedge,
wedge a bit like those of Carpenter of Lancaster.
18th C indicators. StampedAgC".
. A.MILLER/NEW YORK two separate embossed
. Birch ogee and Birch(?). Both marked
stamps.
'!,I-.GREGOi'. Early 19th C?
2" bead, 91
/
. 1
2 " long. Beech, marked4MUSCOTT"'
/
Catalog #12 of The Mechanick's Workbench descibes:
. 3/8" shallow bead. 10" long. Beech.
. a wt of 6 triple iron moulding planes
also
exaggerated relieved wedge, MarkessialawS"
marked ,,CASTET EMANUEL. Some of these are
. 1 5/8" round, 10" long. Beech 18th C.
marked SAUVAJO- FABRICANT, MONTPELIER
indicators, MarkegiagaggASE".
. a mahogany shoot board & beech plane. The
3/8" bead stamped
.
mo" (compare
plane is marked CLEGG/15 UXBRIDGE.,KD., W.
Abel Sampson/Portland).
. two triple ironed moulding planes marked
J.WEISH/DUNDEE
. ovolo, 9 7/8", cherry A.NEWELL 18th C
We have a report of an unrecorded name found in
appearance
the makers' slot of a 5/8" birch dado plane by
. Ovolo, WHEELER, HAYES
2 " long,
/
Ery Schaffer. The plane, which is 91
. handled fixed plow, marked J.P.FROST/1861
has flat chamfers and a wedge finial of a shape
(probable owner)
somewhere between the antique round style and
the more moder0, oval but nearer to the latter.
CANT
COLLECTORS
The name ileWbgqt4
Collector's have a language of their own that
makes it much easier to talk about their interFor example, one of the kinds of bordests.
ers of stamps used to identify the makers and
owners of planes is spoken as "zb" or "sawtoothed". Many other examples could be offered.
The practice is necessary and we have no fault
to find with it, but we do point out that occasionally collectors' or commentators' words
are so commonly accepted that they are thought
to be words actually employed in the workshops
of the artisans who used the tools which the
words help describe. As collectors we should
try not to contribute to this tendency for it
will serve to confuse the collectors, writers
and hiztorians of tomorrow.
All this is by way of introduction to the
fact that we have several times recently seen
the epithet "whale shaped" applied to the gerfschaaf or smoothing plane made in Holland until
fairly recent times. The expression is an extraordinarily apt one for many of the planes do,
indeed, look like slightly stylized, little
whales. This prompts us to ask if our readers
have any clue as to whether the resemblance
was intentional on the part of the planemaker.
Were it to have been,the phrase, whale shaped,
SAMUEL S BARRY whose activities in N.Y.C. have
should not only be considered a felicitous desbeen detailed by the Roberts in N.Y. State Plane
criptor for collector communication but an almakers.... has been placed in Philadelphia in
most mandatory usage when writing about the
1817 by the researches of Bud Brown. Dave Trues
graf-schaaf.
dale has noted Philadelphia marks of PARRISH &
BARRY and BARRY & Wwhich cloudless reflect
In Antiques Magazine of December 1966 is an arBarry's Philadelphia sojourn. The intricasies
ticle about the maritime collection of the
of the plane business grow more and more compliState Street Bank and Trust Company Boston.
cated and more and more interesting.
Among other illustrations is a photograph of a
group of wall-mounted tools once the property of
Dick Wood has been anxious to find the location
Charles G. Goodings, a Yarmouth Maine shipof M.ADAMS'Whose name appears on a plane handed
wright who died in 1903. Among the tools are
down in his family. He reminds us that George
more than twenty planes. Perhaps some eastern
Tuttle owns an M.ADAMS cornice plane that was
Mass, member would find it worthwhile to inspect
featured in Al Sellens' book, WOODWORKING
them and note any'unusual specimens of makers
PLANES. Dick has identified three eighteenth
marks.
Century M.Adamses living within 10 miles of the
family farm in Holliston, Mass, and has hopes
appears:
1982
March
of
catalog
that one of these may be his man. His reIn Bud Steere's
REED/
&
WELLS
marked
jointer
. 26" beech
search continues. In the meantime reports of
NORTH HAMPTON/MASS. (Northampton is usually
M.ADAMS including descriptions and wedge trac"H".
second
the
without
word
one
as
spelled
ings would be useful.
a printWe don't know if this is the label or
er's error.
The auction list of Lee Murray and Dick Crane
. 4" beed - BRADSTREET
for May 22, 1982 includes a plow plane, 10" long
rab. curved bottomed 1" carriage maker's
with heart shaped nuts and the mark L.BACHALDER/
bet marked J.PUGH. Owner? Maker?
SEBAGO. They also list a rounding plane with
From Bud's January 1982 catalog are:
the mark H.PIKR (perhaps a typo?), a plow mark. 7" beech rabbet - I.(ort) CLARK
ed I POTTS, a plow plane marked EMERY, WATERHOUSE
G.
chamfer
heavy
hollow,
. 3/4" beech
& CO/PORTLAND, ME, a metal smooth plane marked
GRISMOULD.
MOHAWK/SHELBURNE, a panel plane (?) marked THOS
ELDRIDGE
L.
ALLAN
marked
. 3/4" hollow
M'CAVITY/IRONMONGER /ST JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK
owner."
"could be
•
and a four-bladed mitre plane marked McFARLAW &
VIII-3-14
SPILKER/CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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invite comments on the sloping heel
and toe and other features of this tongue
plane. The adjustable fence is long z one.
(Perhaps it was cut down to provide the molded fence now screwed to the plane's sole.) Unhappily unmarked, the plane is a specimen of a
very rare plane type, an adjustable tongue.
From the collection of A.L. Tafel.
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ARE THE 1836 LISTINGS OF
A PLANEMAKER'S TOOLS
A MODERN ROSETTA STONE?
In the Chronicle of the EAIA, March 1981, Herman Freedman discloses his
research into the background of planemakers, William and Benjamin Raymond
and Ebenezer Berry of Beverly, Mass. William Raymond the father of Benjamin
and presumably the stepfather of Ebenezer Berry, was born in 1762 and died
Feb. 22, 1836. We are fortunate that two records of his possessions survive.
One is the inventory of his estate and the other is an account of an auction
at which his possessions were sold. The two lists are similar but not the
same. Each contains a number of items not shown in the other. Between the
two it is possible to know in some detail what the tools used by a planemaker
of William Raymond's era were. Raymond apparently did not employ power and
his working kit reflects the hand tools necessary to produce a wide variety
of plane types.
One of the most interesting things about the two lists is the light they
shed on the term crease(or creasinq)plane. The expression continues to be
turned up in early American records though no British use of the term has
yet been found. It is notable that crease planes are mentioned in American
records from fairly early in the 17th Century until well into the second
quarter of the 19th. The existence of the term in the 17th Century strongly
suggests that it will eventually be found in English records, for it is highly
doubtful that the British immigrants into New England were coining technical
terms at such an early date. Much more probable in this case is their continued use of a term learned before leaving England, perhaps a term already
being supplanted in the mother country but one that would be preserved,in
the new world, as a large number of other English words and expressions
have been long after their disappearance in the old.
But the question is, what is a crease plane? It has been variously
suggested that it refers to bead planes specifically or to moulding planes
in general or perhaps to some other specific type of moulder than beads.
Here is where the two Raymond lists provide illumination. The first list,
his inventory, includes 99 crease planes, part of which may have been some
of Raymond's shop planes used in forming other planes for sale. No planes
that we would call moulding planes are mentioned.
The second list does not use the term crease plane but does list,
along with a number of ambiguous plane names, "Bead Plane & Ovolo", "Round
& Bead planes", "° .G. & Bead Planes", "Ho)1. and Rounds", "Beads & Oval
(sic) Pl. as well as "Moulding Tools". There are also two plane types
which may or may not be properly termed moulding planes but are of similar
appearance, "Rab. Planes", and "Filaster". Among the ambiguous names are
"B & H Planes", "Brass H. Plane", and "Heel Plane".
It would seem that, at the time of Raymond's death, crease plane was a
synonym for moulding plane. This is unfortunatelynot definitely proved by
the lists because of their failure to have an item-by-item agreement. Some
tool types present in either one of the lists are absent in the other;
quantities do not jibe. It is therefore impossible to say that the crease
planes of the inventory are unquestionably the same as the moulding planes
of the auction list. Nonetheless, we think this is highly likely.
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We also think that it is likely that the earlier use of the term was
more specific and applied only to planes creating very simple mouldings
composed of curved sections, the beads.
We suggest this as the history of the word:
1.) At some 17th Century or earlier date English moulding planes of
simple profile appeared. Somewhere in England these planes were called
crease planes on the analogy of a term already existing in the metal trades.
2.) English immigrants to New England brought the term, which was to
have only fleeting use in the mother country, to America.
3.) The term died in England or, if not, was
casional or non-standard use.
4.) In America the term continued in local
hundred years plus.

retained only in ocNew England use for two

5.) It gradually changed from a specific term denoting a particular
type of curved moulding to a more general one embracing all moulding planes.
. 6.) As communication improved/ as New England planemakers adopted
English plane styles (and their vocabulary), as more and more moulding
types' appeared, the term contracted in use until it eventually vanished
from current speech and writing and was replaced by the generic term mouldplane or in specific applications by the various names of moulding shapes.

A Pair Of Rubbings From Dick Howe

S*DEAN

JOHN GREEN
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MYSTERY PLANE
From John Schuler we learn about an unusual wooden
/
4 " high. Tracings of its iron
long, R" wide and 31
below. What was it used for and how was it used?
of the sole would seem to be in the way unless the
the work piece were already established

plane 14 3/4"
and sole appear
The projections
general shape of

OLD AND RARE
A wedge from a 101
/
2" beech moulder with a Newbould iron narked
PHILIP: 7EBEappnoted by 7ax Richardson at the CRAFTS auction April

183

FA0, 12100.
Wedges from two C ( or Ca) HARWOOD planes collected by Eric Gannicott.
The wedges are of the "Fuller" pattern but are not quite identical.
We have photos of the planes and will try to run them in an u7conim.7,
photo supplement. Compare
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TRANSITIONAL AND META LLIC PUKE INFORMATION
AMER X. SMITH, Editor

MANDER & DILLIN'S CHAMFER PLANE

The Excelsior Adjustable Chamfer Plane

John Treggiari sent in an advertisement
from the August 1886 issue of the Carpentry &
Bui1dig magazine. This plane is shown in
Fig. l)6,
131 of P-TAMPIA
This was patent NO. 311,338 dated March
2h, 1885 and granted to James i'iander and
assigned 1/3 to Maurice R. pillin, both of
Philadelphia. Mander was a British citizen
and apparently brought this idea from England
with him.
The planes known are marked Mander &
Dillin's Patent Chamfer Plane on the toe. The
most interesting revelation from the advertisement cut is that the actual company name was
Mander & Mander, and the address was at 2613
Germantown Ave. Philadelphia. We would like
to hear of any planes marked Mander & Mander.

A Plane that will work a Stop Chamfer
(complete> dispensing with the use of a
Chisel, Uraw Knife or Bull Nose Plane.
It can I.e adjusted to Cut Any dire
Chamfer, beta in Length and Depth,
ma, Mg it a most economical tool, both
in time and labor, as the work can be
dons in one-tenth the
time taken by hand,
thus supplying a Ling
felt want.
Attachments for
reeded chamfers ex.
(Is..

EVERY CARPENTER
SHOULD HAVE ONE.
Price, Sim by mail.
Fur description see Carpentry and Building, Aug..
ass.
3.1A.N 1117,n
Zir,
31 7C3DR,,
2643 Germantown Ave., Philadelohia Pa.

Advertisement from August
1886 Carpentry & Building

Every Carpenter Needs This Tool

Save your valuable time—save
expensive delays
—and do a far
better job than
you ever
could by
the old way.
—by using
the

Green Gauge Lock and Butt Router Plane

This plane works equal .ell in hard or soft wood.
Can be set by lever to any depth, and will cut out
seat for lock or butts to a uniform depth below surface,
thus avoiding the uncertainty of setting butts. Has extensions to enable workmen to rout out large butt seats as easily as small
ones. Eliminates the necessity of removing butt to put paper under it,
or trimming front and back with chisel. Leaves seat as true as face
of jamb. Its use means convenience, speed and accuracy.

I. N. Sutton

We want every subscriber of The
Bui.der t. ukc .clvaritag,e
of our free offer.
Write us in regard so our free
proposition. Price of this tool is
$1.25 postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Order
one today; you'll take rio chances.

& Sons, 220 Poplar Street, Atlantic, Iowa

SUTTON'S LOCK AND BUTT ROUTER PLANE
Jim Mau has sent in a copy of an advertisement that was shown in the March 1915 issue
of The National Builder. This certainly clears up the mystery as to the identity of the
plane shown in Fig. 271i on p. 213 of P-TAMPIA. (Also see photo section of this issue.)
Although both the plane and the advertisement indicate Patent Applied For,there are no
known patents issued for this plane. The green in the title of the plane probably relates
to the fact that most of the known specimenslin collections,are painted green.
VIII-3-19
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The" Lewin " Universal Plane is a British Made multi-purpose tool of an improved type.
It is built on unconventional lines and incorporates many new and advantageous features, such as :—
Handles, stock and sliding section are of die-cast aluminium
•
•
It possesses extremely fine adjustments, easy manipulation and positive action.
•
Adjustment of fence, cutter and depth gauge is provided by three knurled nuts and all points of adjustment are
locked by means of an improved type of locking screw which supersedes the ordinary thumb screw generally used
in planes of this nature. These locking screws, which are provided w:ih a fixed torruny-bar, incorporate a special
cam feature and are positive in action by a quarter turn in either dircction.
• All wearable parts are of polished steel.
•
Fence is of sea,uned beech wood.
•
Set of 18 cutter blades comprim 10 plough blades (i in. to ir in.), 5 beading blades in., -134- in., in., in., tin.), two
matching blades for 11, -in. and }-in. matching (adjustable for length of tongue), and one lf in. Filietstet
•
Total weight of Plane (without cutter blades) is only 3; lbs.

INDEXED GUIDE TO THE VARIOUS PARTS
1. Main handle.
2. Auxiliary handle.
3. Fence.
4. Sliding Section.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Main stock.
Forward arm.
Rear arm.
Main stock blade.

9. Sliding section blade.
10. Spur.
11. Blade adjusting screw.
12. Depth gauge adjusting
screw.

See reverse f(Jr baructions for use
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13. Sliding section locking
screws.
14. Main stock locking
screws.
15. Blade locking screw.
16. Depth gauge locr:uag
screw.

• The," Lewin" Improved Universal Plane is an economic proposition because it costs considerably less than an assortment of
beading
matching
plough,
and
planes covering the same range of work.
It cannot warp or twist and the amount of wear, even over a long period, is imperceptible.
It is well, though simply, made and there is little that can get out of order. It is well balanced, of light weight and after a little
practice quite easy to use.
The Plane consists of five main features :—
Main Stock.
Sliding Section.
Fence.
Arms.
Auxiliary Handle.
The following instructions have been based on the assumption that the" Lewin "Improved Universal Plane is the type of tool
used only by craftsmen with experience in normal methods of cutting dados. beadings. rabbets and matching& etc., but it is
felt that some assistance may be requited by those not fully conversant with tools of this nature. Whilst every effort has
been made to simplify these instructions they may at first glance, appear a little involved but careful study and a little practice will
show how simple the Plane is to use in its many applications.

FOi DADOS (Groove across the Grain)
Fence and auxiliary handle should be removed entirely for this operation. Set the
spurs (10) on stock and sliding section, which
must be sharp, by resersing into position.
Insert cutter blade of desired width. Set the
sliding section so that its spur is in line with
cogo of cutter blade. Nail a straight-edged
raiten on the eitie cf the groove to be cut.
Adjust depth gauge to height of batten
which acts both as a guide to depth of
groove and as a fence. The spurs cut the
edges clean as the cutter blade cuts the groove.

-

FOR BEADING

fr-e\

FOR PLOUGHING
The procedure when adjusting plane for
ploughing is very simple. Spurs should be
out of action. Insert cutter blade of required
width adjust fence and depth gauge. Sliding
section is required to give support to blades
of in. and wider hut for narrower ploughing it shouic: be nosed against the fence or
where exceptionally deep ploughs are to be
cut, or where there is a lot of work to be done
it should be removed entirely.

isaf'd

FOR MATCHING (Tongueing and Grooving)

Spurs should be out of action at all times
when cutting beads. Set cutter blade of
required size so that the outside edge of
-17,, sliding section t4) is in line with outer edge
•
of blade. The fence (31 regulates distance
from edge to board and depth gauge is ad. tee jested for depth of cut. The top of the bead
• • should t a finished very slightly below surface
so as to ocu.::: the cermet radius.

•--s

The tongue: Select blade of required width,
adjust stop on blade to regulate height of
tongue. This stop acts as a depth gauge so
that ordinary depth it.iuge is not required.
Spurs should be reversed out of action. The
distance from the edge is regulated by the
fence which must he very carefully adjusted
to ensure tongue being correctly centred.

FOR RABBETING

•

us*

17-

A cutter blade a little seider than the desired
width of rabbet shouid be used for this purpose.
The sliding section 14;.7with its spr (101 out .
of actioo, is slid u,s abe.at hallway behind
inc cutter blade to g;se str•Tort. The srur
N. • on main stock (5i is re
into actioi.,.
Fence is a,-.i t.sted
of rabSd
and depth gauge to gui.le

Use a plough cutter blade of the same width
as the thickness of the 'tongue. The depth
gauge reculates the dept:,
groove and the
fer.ce the distance from :iv edge. Here again
the fence must be very
adjusted to
ensure groove being propty. ! centred.
Wh'in using b!:ides of le; than in. width
sc.:1;cri is not :aired and spurs
si:oakt oe rc.ersed out of

If the foregoing instructions are carefully studied the " Lewin "Universal Plane will prove of inettimable value in its numerous applications
and should gise •Iiie,Iong performance but the following points should be carefully observea to ensure the tool giving efficient
trouble-free service.
I Cutter blades are !Applied with groin:id bevel only, thoi.should be carefully honed,, the flat blades on a good oil-stone and the
shaped blades with a slip.
2 Blades must be really sharp to obtain the best results.
3 A number of thin shavings will give a smoother, cleaner soda& Allan, one thick onet
4 A little candle wax applied to the fence occasionally is better Wan oil. •
5 Always keen the fence pressed well up to the work but do not exert undue pressure -on'the stook!
t", Great care must be taken to keepIThe plane ciean and all steel parts free from 11191ACY obtain maximum service at all times.

COMPLETE WITH SET (18) CLTTERS IN CANVAS ROLL

Redueed',Prici:

£6 - 19 -..6 :each

THE LLWIN UNIVERSAL PLANE

Trevor Robinson has submitted copies of the oririnal instruction sheets for the Lewin
Combination Plane which is in his collection. Apparently this was the British answer to
the Stanley NO. A145, since the castings are of aluminum. They obviously "borrowed" some
design features from the NO. 145 plane.
No information is available on the manufacturer or location in England where they were
made. It is believed they were available c. 1935440. Mr. Robinson has used his plane and
states that it is actually more efficient to .use than the Stanley NO. h5.
If anyone has additional information on these planes we would like to hear of it.
VIII-3-21

Uititdg,tates patent ()f,firr.
RICHARD W. TANNER, OF ALBANY, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO HIMSELF'
AND SAMUEL J. DAVENPORT, OF SAME PLACE.

ZITzar,
krzverz
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Leasers Paten! No. 97,833,41441December 14, 1809; anteitaMi Deeemborr LI, 180.
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TOOL, FOR CA3INET-latAXX3R.
Lemon rearm sad mald‘s part et the ram.

To a irk*. it may colour*:
and 3, and the tool-bar a, pivoted at each ask as
Be it kr.osn that I, Rienaso W. TA.5*.rte., of the shown ii, fig. 4, to the two eye-bolts e e, figs. I amid 2.
city and tar.:nty of Albany, State of New Tor's. hare
The said eye-bolts cc pasn through the handedur
invented a new and useful Tool fur Cat,:nrt-3Iakers, A, from the :rood to the rear, and are p,ovislest
with
sod other wo: kers eiveeeer; and I do hereby derdare
Mbieb the said tool-bar may be drawn
tbat the f owing is a !wit, clear, and exact descrip- nearer to ;he handled bar or further from It
tion tbe:eoL reference being had to the aseompanyA screw-bolt, c, also work. from the hock at sbe
ing drawings, making a part of this spa:Am:ion, in handled kir A, and into it, and through to the bulwbib—
bar a as ilios n la figs. 1 2 and 3.
Figere 1 represents a perspective view of the inThe u.imper 8, figs. I and 2, or plane-iron 5".11g.
vention.
8, is placed against the lock of the tool-bar c
Figure 2 is a veitical view of the woe.
aud i•tweto the handled liar and the said tuid-hrse,
Figure 3 is A ;ong:tudinal section,through red line, and •Leu thus placed, the said tool 8 or 8' Ls seed
in fig. 2.
in its !dace, at any angle desired, by means of the said
Figure 4 is a mu -section.
set-bolt c and eye-bolts a..
Figure Sins view of a modification of the form of
The other part of my Invention consists In the beeface-block.
block B, shown in tigs. 1, 2. and 3.
Figures 6 and 7 are modifications, sliorst by end
The said face-block may he mile of wood or weal.
seitions, of the said Lice-block.
and is f.;:n!shc.1 with A 1110PIII, b, the &AMC ASA phew.,
Figure 8 n-preseuts the face-block with a plane-iron and may be either straight on Ita lower tau; as in eg,
suited to this tout.
3, or rieacave, as I:, Gg. 5, or the reverse, to a dm
The natore of my invention consists ins tool-holder surfaee the i001 is intruded to operate upon, or ;Airy
and a fice-L:ock properly secured tie,7ther, and so may be rdade either straight, or concave, nr constr..
arranged a.s
reit:ice and hold a scraper or tooth- longitudaially, as foliated to, with moulding Gars
plane iron, or a straight plane-iron, or any other sim- similar to tliuse shown lu fi;.;*. 6 mid 7, or any wshor
ilar edge ital, by which the workrueo plane tooth form as may be required.
or serape ere.. the surface of the veneer.
The mid Lice-block is secured to the double-Lai:ad!
There are Ilar.y kinds of woods difficrilt to even on Liar A, figs. 1, 2, and 3, by means 44f the saews • e.
aceonotof i.e wa,ing or curling nature of the grain or their elnivalentsof the filet. By this tool, any and all kirals of wood
A plain fat tee-block inav be us-el, as showy in
veneer may be eiened and smoothed, witb ;cis la- figs 1 13,1 3, to which snpplementary blocks B' raw
bor and trouble, than with the land-held bads now be ReCUMI, as shown in figs. 5, G, and 7, and
odors
nsed.
tins furnished in P.M, together with the straps sr
The tool-holder may he tonstrcieted of coed or plane-irons to correspond, the workout' will bare&
metal, ASA evligiPla of a LAI' about a firrt 6oz, fur- tool which will enable Lim to perform and finish tie
nished et itti a handle on earl, end, mid is furnished with work with greater ease and facility than ow be dose
a holding - tor, pivoted to t wo eve-boltt
with the means they now have.
with SCTCWS arid set-inits, also with a set-bolt. all of
When a plane-iron, 8', Is to be used, as in bg. S.
which are arranged and connected with the Laadled I worthi prefer to have the cutting-edge carved
ferebar, so as to fix and hold the scraper, plans-iron, or ward, as shown.
other simiLar tool, in any required positive.
Haviog de.scribed my luventiou,
The Mee-block is seemed to the said tool-holder by
What I elaim, slid desire to secure by Letters Pasproper bolts or screws, and is pro; ided with a mouth ern, is—
to permit the passage of the shavings from the wood,
The tool-liolder, consisting of the block B, doabless it is being cut hoin off its scram.
bandied Liar A, tool-bar a, eye•bolte e s, with thew
To enable others skilled in the art to make and use thumb-outs, and the screw-bolt c, all
arranged
...y ioreotioo, I will proceed to describe it in refer- constructed to operate as described, substantiaysad
se
ence to the drawings, and the letters rit' reference and foe the purpose specified.
marked the:you, the same letters Indicating similar
RICHARD W. TAKNEZ •
parte.
Witnesses:
One part of my lucent ioo consists in the toot-bolder,
• Aims.
constructed of the double-bandied bar A figs. 1, 2,
J. A- Bccums, Jr.

TANNER'S SCRAPING PLANE

45 E

Clyde Kendrick has sent in a photo of
Tanner's Scraping Plane which is in his
collection. (See photo section.) This was
patent NO. 97,833 granted to Richard W.
Tanner of Albany, N.Y. on Dec. 1/4,1869. It
was assigned to himself Rc Samuel J. Davenport,
also of Albany. Apparently they were manufactured by Tanner & Davenport at Albany c.
1869-70.
I. CARPENTER'S PATENTED PLANE VARIATION
Harry Derstler has submitted a photo
showing a plane in his collection that is a
variation of I. Carpenter's Aug. 25, 1868
patented wood bottom plane. (Fee Fig. 1141,
p. 127 of P-TAMPIA.) The difference is in the
configuration of the iron superstructure.

COMBINATION PLANE

Charles Crouch requests information
about a Stanley NO. L5E in his collection.
(See photo section.) 142 is printed in
large block letters on the original paper
label attsched to the metal box. The
Sweetheart tm. E. is stamped on the skate
of this plane, dating it c. 1925-35.
This editor has heard of other specimens of these plsnes, mostly in England.
No one has been able to explain the significance of the j_JEL. Comparing this plane
to L5's of the same vintage reveals no
differences in configuration of the plane
or cutters. It has been suggested that
the E may represent Electrician's (plow),
England ?? Any definite information would
be appreciated and passed on to the
membership.
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